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 Problem statement 









axm3   :    Data≠∅ 
axm2   :    benignDataElement∈Data 
END 
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MACHINE VisibleSectors SEES ForensicsStorageMedia 
VARIABLES 
ForensicStorageMedium   
Terminated  // machine  terminated or not 
INVARIANTS 
inv1 : ForensicStorageMedium ⊆ Data 
inv2 : Terminated ∈ BOOL  
Completeness : 
Terminated = TRUE ⇒ 
    ∀x·(x ∈ ForensicStorageMedium) 
        ⇒ (x = benignDataElement)) 
 
EVENTS 
Preparation   ≙     
ANY 
visibleSector     
benignDataSet    
WHERE 
grd1   :    Terminated = FALSE  
grd2   :    visibleSector ⊆ ForensicStorageMedium    //   Type of visibleSector 
grd3   :    ∀x·(x ∈ visibleSector) ⇒ (x ≠ benignDataElement)    //   visibleSector currently not prepared 
grd4   :    visibleSector ≠ ∅    //   visibleSector is not empty 
grd5   :    ∀x·(x ∈ benignDataSet) ⇒ (x = benignDataElement)    //   Type of benignDataSet 
grd6   :    card(benignDataSet) = card(visibleSector)    //   Cardinality of benignDataSet 
THEN 






COMPLENESS : Terminated≔TRUE ⇒ 
            ∀x·(x ∈ ForensicStorageMedium) ⇒ (x = 
benignDataElement) 
MACHINE WithHiddenSectors REFINES VisibleSectors 
VARIABLES 
ForensicStorageMediumHiddenAreas  
overwriteHiddenData // support overwriting hidden areas 
INVARIANTS 




inv2   :    overwriteHiddenData ∈ BOOL  
EVENTS 





grd7   :    Terminated = FALSE 
grd8   :    hiddenSector ⊆ ForensicStorageMediumHiddenAreas 
grd9   :    ∀x·(x ∈ hiddenSector) ⇒ (x ≠ benignDataElement) 
grd10   :    hiddenSector ≠ ∅ 
grd11   :    ∀x·(x ∈ benignDataSet ⇒ (x = benignDataElement) 
grd12   :    card(benignDataSet) = card(hiddenSector) 
grd13   :    overwriteHiddenData = TRUE 
THEN 
act11   :    
ForensicStorageMediumHiddenAreas ≔ 
((ForensicStorageMediumHiddenAreas 
∖hiddenSector) ∪ benignDataSet) 
END 
Discussion: a formal reference modelling using a refinement approach (using Event-B here) enables  
1. the progressive injection of details into the model as needed by the system and context (including threats) 
e.g. an additional third level can be introduced for the Erase hardware command in the prepared device. 
2. specific proofs to be established w.r.t. tool (design) properties such as correctness but also completeness  
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